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House of lapland
Finnish Lapland’s official marketing and communications house.
Our mission is to make sure Finnish Lapland is an attractive destination for experience
seekers, filmmakers, business and talent.
Most importantly, we share the stories of Lapland locals who live
the life above ordinary.
www.lapland.fi

Experiences above
ordinary

Our channels
Lapland.fi/visit
Facebook, Twitter, Instagram, Youtube & Soundcloud:
@OnlyinLapland
#laplandfinland
#laplandbucketlist
#soundoflapland
Spotify: Sound of Lapland
www.weibo.com/OnlyInLapland

Social media
A webpage or app where people can communicate by sharing and reacting.
56% of Finns aged 16-89 years are registered on some social media platform.
76% of tourists share pictures on their social media.
Travel is one of the most shared topics on Facebook, Twitter and Instagram
“A recent study from Booking.com found that social media bears weight in the choices users make when the time comes
to book a vacation. 51% of the respondents cited wanting to choose somewhere that none of their friends had previously
visited. Finding the next best place before it becomes too popular and loses its novelty is critical, however social media
helps solve this problem by providing a platform to discover unique destinations around the world. One of the other
trends Booking highlighted for this year was that prospective travelers would pay closer attention to practical,
authentic information coming from tourism providers and prefer it over stylized images.”
https://www.wearemarketing.com/blog/travelinspo-social-medias-rising-impact-in-travel-marketing-and-ecommerce.html

What are the benefits of social media for brands?

facebook
• Biggest social media platform
• Over 2,4 billion monthly active users
• Approx. 1,49 billion daily users
• Almost 30% of all users are 25-34 years old, 53% female
• Photo uploads total 300 million per day
• There are 83 million fake profiles
• Every 60 seconds on Facebook: 510,000 comments are posted, 293,000 statuses are updated, and 136,000 photos are uploaded
• Five new profiles are created every second

twitter
• 500 million tweets are sent each day
• 326 million people use Twitter every month
• 71% of Twitter users are reading news there
• 24% of US adults use Twitter
• 40% of users say they’ve made a purchase because of an influencer’s tweet

youtube
• A video sharing site
• 1,9 billion monthly users
• Over 30 million daily users
• Since 400 hours of video are uploaded to YouTube every minute
• Over 5 billion videos are watched daily
• 400 hours of video are uploaded to YouTube every minute
• YouTube mobile ads are 84% more likely to hold attention than TV ads
• 95% of the most popular YouTube videos are music videos

instagram
• A free photo and video sharing app where people can also view, comment and like posts shared by their friends
• Released 2010
• 1 billion monthly active users and 500 million daily users
• Over 100 million photos are uploaded every day
• The most engaging social media platform
• 64% of 18-29 year olds use Instagram (52% females, 42% male)
• 80% of accounts follow a business on Instagram
• Users spend 53 minutes a day on Instagram
• ”According to a recent survey conducted by Schofields, more than 40% of those under 33 prioritize ‘Instagrammability’ when choosing
their next holiday spot.”
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Instagram stories
•

A feature that lets users post photos and videos that vanish after 24 hours

•

500 million active daily Instagram Story users

•

70% of Instagram users watch stories daily

•

93% of US marketers surveyed in 2018 planned to post Instagram Stories more often in 2019

•

73% of influencers named Instagram Stories among the most effective content formats for influencers marketing in 2018
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HOW INSTAGRAM IS CHANGING TRAVEL?
“Between 2009 and 2014, visitors to Trolltunga increased from 500 to 40,000 in
what many consider a wave of social media-fueled tourism.”
“In 2015, the tourism board of the small alpine town of Wanaka, New Zealand,
began inviting and hosting “influencers”—social media trendsetters with large
followings—to post about their adventures. The result was the fastest tourism
growth in the country: a 14 percent increase.”
National Geographic 26.1.2017: How Instagram Is Changing Travel?
https://www.nationalgeographic.com/travel/travel-interests/arts-and-culture/howinstagram-is-changing-travel/

Who is an influencer?
The center is the interesting person who has a story to tell and an
audience who wants to know about it.
Influencer can be:
- Actor
- Celebrity
- Model
- Photographer
- Athlete
- Author
- Friend
- …

Influencer marketing
Influencer marketing is a collaboration between brands and
influencers that usually happens on the influencer's own
social media channels, speaking directly to the influencer's
own followers.

Influencer marketing can be:
- Social media posts or blog posts
- Content creation on brand’s own channels / takeovers
- Brand Ambassador
- Competitions
- What else?
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Benefits &
possibilities
People buy from brands they trust and from where they get the trustful recommendations? From influencers.
Studies show that 71% of consumers are more likely to buy a product after seeing a recommendation on social media and 92% rely more on the influencer's opinion than the brand's message
when making a purchase decision. (Hubspot 2017)
-

Product launch

-

Brand awareness
Get more traffic

-

Grow the audience

-

Change the perceptions

-

What else?

Channels: Blogs, Instagram, Youtube, Podcasts etc..
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HOW TO get STARTed with influencer marketing
1. PLAN
- What is the role in bigger picture?
- Who is the audience?
- What is the message you want to tell to people?
- Budget
- A campaign, Brand Ambassador or individual posts
- What are your values? What kind of content you want and where?

2. Set goals
- What do you want to achieve? Followers growth, webpage visits, sales growth, reach, engagement

3. CHOOSE AN INFLUENCER
- Find your true brand match: be active and do research. Read the comments and analyze the likes and follows.
In the US, 60% of Instagram accounts surveyed have purchased followers, comments or likes.On a global scales, Finnish Instagram users are
among the most honest: over 60& of users have reportedly not manipulated their numbers this way.The value of Instagram's influencer markerting
is booming. According to statistics, in 2017, it was worth about 0.8 billion dollars (about 0.7 billion euros), and next year it is expected to grow to
about 2.3 billion dollars (about 2 billion euros.)https://www.hs.fi/talous/art-2000006195781.html
- Good influencer shares the same values, knows your product and business and is genuinely interested
- Do you want to start with one influencer or more?
- Mega, macro, micro or nano influencer?
- Do you want to use influencer agencies?

3. campaign BRIEF & CONTRACT
Campaign Brief checklist:
• Tell which brand and product or service you're dealing with
• Summarize the core message of the campaign
•

Open up the campaign's goals

• Share desired metrics, such as audience engagement or engagement with specific content
• Specify the target audience as precisely as possible
• Define campaign's schedule
• Define campaign budget

Agreement checklist:
• Definte the rights and obligations of all parties
• Describe the campaign, channels and actions to be undertaken. How often will the influencer post text, videos, pictures, etc. Can the advertiser
edit the content before publication?
• Gather all details on which campaign tags to use and how to publish them
• Be clear about how you can leverage influencer-generated content and personal branding for your own channels, and what the compensation is.
Always respect the intellectual property rights of others
• Define exclusive content and its duration
• Define payment and payment date
• Define the content, responsibilities and schedule of any campaign reporting
• Define communication rules between the parties and establish clear conditions for breach of contract
https://www.kkv.fi/en/decisions-and-publications/publications/consumer-ombudsmans-guidelines/by-subject/influencer-marketing-in-socialmedia/ & https://www.iab.fi

5. During the campaign
- When you choose carefully the right brand match, you can trust in influencer’s work and vision
- Share, comment, be active on your own channels when you get the attention
- Support the influencer and try to fulfill the wishes

5. RESULTS
- Analyze and make media release

The lapland bucket list

goal
To raise the awarnesess of Lapland summer offerigs to young,
international audience (goal 1 000 000 views).
To get fresh summer material (photos and a brand video).

idea
Influencers will take a rod trip in Lapland and share their experiences
about Midnight Sun, beautiful photography locations, relaxing in nature,
food and local life.
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influencers

influencers

results
Reach 3 228 228
• USA 1 250 000 views, 650 600 females
• Australia, Central Europe, UK and Russia 472 300,
250 000 females
Likes: 315 015
Comments: 2592
New followers 3300-3800 for partners’ channels

#laplandbucketlist

Lapland Bucket List video

THANK YOU!
#laplandfinland #SOUNDOFLpland #laplandbucketlist
@onlyinlapland

